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LocationKovalam
Alleppey Backwater
Trivandrum Airport, Shanghumugham
Kowdiar, Trivandrum



HotelUday Samudra Leisure Beach Hotel



HotelUday Samudra Leisure Beach Hotel
Uday Backwater Resort
Uday Suites
Uday Palace Convention Centre



Why Book Direct?	Early Check-in & Late Check-out ( Subject to availability)
	 Room Upgrade (Subject to availability)
	15% discount on FnB
	Free Takeaway Breakfast for Early Checkouts (not applicable for room-only bookings)
	 Free Cancellation up to 14 DAYS before check-in
	15% discount on Spa



Check In

Check Out

Adults1
2
3
4




Children0
1
2




Promo Code





More Options 




UDS Group of hotels


UDS Group of hotels
  0471 248 3222 | Landline
  +91 93 8721 7501
  crs@udshotels.com





Current local time in
 Kerala, India






KERALA WEATHER





Luxury Properties
WELCOMES YOU TO OPULENCE!
[image: ]
UDS Hotel Group is a hospitality chain that assures fresh and unique accommodations at fresh and unique locations. We combine the benefits of modern amenities and facilities with the traditional essence of our locations for the perfect vacationing experience. Our hotels boast state-of-the-art amenities, impeccable service and unparalleled magnitudes of hospitality. Our properties are a much-preferred option for travellers because of the convenient stay options, meeting and conference venues, and the plethora of activities that we provide. Whether you are searching for the perfect spot for a convention, romantic getaway, or to be at one with nature, our bespoke hotels in Thiruvananthapuram are sure to cater to your requirements. 





Awards & Accolades
RECOGNITIONS OF EXCELLENCE
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 UDS Hotels has been bequeathed with many awards for our pioneering business prowess and warm hospitality.
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A Unique Experience Awaits
WE PROVIDE ECCENTRIC HOSPITALITY LIKE NEVER BEFORE!
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 Embrace the distinctive joys of a restful sojourn at our properties that is accentuated by the splendid beauty of the locale.
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Indulge in Wellness
REVEL IN SOPHISTICATION AND GRACE!

 We at UDS Hotels pride ourselves on providing our guests with more than just a place to stay. With a stay at our hotels, you take away a memory that you will cherish forever. The ingenious location of our hotels, paired with the traditional architectural elegance makes it a beautiful spot to spend your getaway. Spend quality time with loved ones at these tranquil settings for a transformational time.
 Know More
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Resplendent Accommodations
INDULGE IN LUXURY 
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 Our hotels are not just places of accommodation, instead, they add a lot of value to the quality of life. As the names suggest, our hotels are in close proximity to backwaters and oceans that lend an air of calmness and quiet to the overall experience. Guests are mesmerized by the holistic vacationing experience we provide.
 
 Whether you want to sit back and relax to alleviate your stress or go on adventures during your stay, we have got it covered. Take back a story of a pleasurable time from these marvellous locales completely customized to your liking. Spend your days in extravagant living spaces, as you take in all that the destination has to offer.
 Know More












Our Destinations
TAKE IN THE CHARMING LOCALES
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 The alluring scenery surrounding our hotels draw you in for an unprecedented vacation. Our hotels in Trivandrum, Kovalam and Alleppey boast mesmerizing views and picturesque settings that allow you to be at one with nature. With elegant furnishings that aid your living, beautiful and lavishly spacious architecture and exceptional service that caters to all your requirements, our hotels pamper you to an unmatched getaway.
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THIRUVANANTHAPURAM
Uday Suites
  
Explore
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KOVALAM
Uday Samudra Leisure Beach Hotel
  
Explore
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ALLEPPEY
Uday Backwater Resort
  
Explore






Experience the 'Namaskar' Culture
KERALA AT ITS BEST
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 The UDS Group represents the best of traditional hospitality that 'Gods Own Country', Kerala has to offer.








The 'Namaskar' culture at UDS Hotels is what truly distinguishes us. We are readily available at our guest’s beck and call to guarantee unparalleled service. Our staff is specially trained to prioritize any and all of your needs to provide you with the stay of a lifetime. Whatever ones requirements might be, we keenly await to cater to them with warm cordiality, welcoming hospitality and mutual respect. We provide forthcoming yet unobtrusive service that enhances your stay experience. Any and all of your requirements are regaled to in an unprecedented fashion, making your escape into relaxation exactly as you desired at the best hotels in Kerala.
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 UPLIFTING DESTINATIONS

 Our hotels are situated in Kerala's most renowned tourist destinations, amidst picturesque locales. Our properties are very breezy and lend an air of tranquillity that is achieved only through the close proximity to calming waters. Even so, reaching our hotels is a hassle-free task.
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 WORLD-CLASS FACILITIES

 Our hotels provide sumptuous rooms, great dining options, event facilities, well-equipped meeting rooms with great audio-visual amenities, and a professional in-house event manager, making it an ideal option for board meetings, large conventions, social gatherings and destination weddings.
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 WELLNESS & WELLBEING

 Our hotels house opulent spas and provisions for ayurvedic treatments that will rejuvenate your mind, body and soul. We are committed to reposeful methods of wellness and wellbeing. You can indulge in various specialized treatments at our properties to emerge completely refreshed.









Celebrate Enticing Packages
DEALS AND OFFERS FOR YOU
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 We have curated many packages and deals for you that will allow you to enjoy the destination to its fullest on your vacation.
  
Explore












UDS Group of Hotels
GV Raja Road, Samudra Beach, Kovalam Thiruvananthapuram – 695 527, Kerala, India.


	  crs@udshotels.com

	 0471 248 3222 | Landline

	  +91 93 8721 7501





Get In Touch
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